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Vincent Pugliese is the author of Freelance to Freedom, an upcoming book outlining his 

roadmap to financial and life success. 

But before finding freedom through freelancing, he was struggling. He was in his mid-

thirties, 6-figures in debt, and working for $15 an hour.  

http://www.sidehustlenation.com/254
http://vincentpugliese.com/
http://freelancetofreedombook.com/


He realized something had to change. 

Today he is living the financially free life as a photographer/photojournalist. I invited the 

father of 3 on the show to share the inspiring story of how he has gone from making 

$30k a year to more recently making $30k in a day. 

From Day Job to Freelancing 

Vincent was working as a photographer for a newspaper in Indiana. He was really 

happy in this line of work and went as far as to say, “It was what I was considering my 

dream job.” 

He was traveling shooting huge events like the Super Bowl, NFL games, and other 

exciting gigs. 

It was when he won the prestigious International Sports Photographer of the Year while 

his wife was expecting their first child that he experienced both a high, and a low. 

His boss told him he was getting a 3% raise, and this wasn’t what Vincent was hoping 

for. “Something about the 3% just hit me in the gut,” Vincent said. (He’d been expecting 

a 10% bump.) 

He knew he needed to earn more with a child on the way. He wanted more freedom and 

knew he had to do something about it himself as the opportunities were not coming up 

within his corporate job. 

He even called his dad to see if he could get extra work with his company, but his dad 

shot him down before offering this golden advice: 

“You have a skill, but you’re not using it correctly.”  

He suggested getting into wedding photography or shooting corporate gigs and this was 

the push Vincent needed, “It literally changed our lives from that moment on,” Vincent 

said. 

Starting a Business as a Freelance Wedding Photographer 

Vincent started calling wedding photographers and asking them if they had any work 

available, but all of them said no. 

He decided to take the phrase, “If you can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em,” and switch it around to, 

“If you can’t join ‘em, beat em,” and started his own business. 

He and his wife shot the first couple of weddings for free to get their foot in the door. 

One of their clients loved their work so much they recommended them to a friend. This 

lead into 4 paid bookings in the next 3 months, and 25 within the next year. 

They got paid $1,500 for their first paid gig, then started to charge more depending on 

the assignment. They also put together a makeshift portfolio and website consisting of 

40 or so photos from weddings they’d shot for free to attract new business. 



How Vincent Budgeted to Clear Debt and Be Financially Free 

When the paychecks started coming in for their wedding photography business Vincent 

decided they should live off his day job salary and use all their business earnings to pay 

off their $140k debt. 

“Everybody thought we were crazy,” he said. Yet he said he found it easier than he 

thought, and once he had removed some expenses and luxuries from their monthly 

spend, they no longer missed what they had cut out. 

He admitted they probably could have quit their day jobs earlier or not budgeted so 

hard, but for 3 and a half years of sacrificing and working hard, the payoff has been 

more than worth it. 

How Vincent Moved to a New City and Saw His Business Continue to Grow 

Vincent and his wife wanted to move closer to their families which meant moving from 

Indiana to Pittsburgh. With their freelance business relying on relationships and clients 

in the state they live in, they needed to plan ahead. 

They decided to move in 18 months. In the meantime, they connected with other 

photographers in Pittsburgh and updated their website to target SEO for Pittsburgh. 

They started attracting leads and clients in the Pittsburgh area before moving and 

referred these on to photographers they had made contact with. 

This came back around when they moved to Pittsburgh, they were given referrals back 

and able to sign clients up right away, and for a higher price than they had previously 

charged. 

Vincent summed this up with a nice quote, he said, “Give more than you ever expect 

back, before you ever ask for anything.” 

Moving Away from Time for Money to Other Revenue Streams 

Wedding and corporate photography gigs are still trading time for money. To scale up 

his business Vincent has developed some other income streams that are less 

dependent on trading time for dollars. 

Vincent is part of a mastermind with Aaron Walker and ended up meeting Kyle Shultz of 

ShultzPhotoschool.com at a conference they went to together. 

Since Vincent had no “audience” of his own to sell a course to, but had more than a 

decade of experience in taking sports photos, it was a natural partnership. Vincent 

proposed the idea of developing a sports photography course for Kyle’s audience, 

which was mostly parents who wanted to take better pictures of their kids. 

They launched the course at $97 on release day, and moved the price to $117 for the 

week after. They made more than $32k just on the first day by leveraging Kyle’s email 

list. 

https://shultzphotoschool.com/


Vincent also has some coaching gigs as another revenue stream, and the release of his 

first book Freelance to Freedom is approaching. 

If you head over to VincentPugliese.com/SHNation Vincent is giving away 10 copies of 

his book, as well as a bonus PDF document detailing his top 10 tips for going from $32k 

in a year to $32k in a day to Side Hustle Nation listeners. 

Vincent’s #1 Tip for Side Hustle Nation: 

“It comes down to relationships. Always give before receiving.” 

More Info: 

 http://VincentPugliese.com/SHNation 
 http://www.sidehustlenation.com/254 

 
Until next time! 

-Nick 
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